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Save Energy
Pest Control Went
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Profiles of Two
Unique Hotels

The Equinox
Manchester Village, Vermont

is installed in the system. the tea tree
oil vapors pass over the coils, fan and
ductwork and residually keep mold,
yeast bacteria and fungus from growing
inside the unit.
the less microbial build up inside
the system, the more efficiently it will
run. as a result, an hvaC system will,
on average, use 12% less energy to
heat and cool a room. for example, a
12,000 btuh ptaC in boston will cost
$743 a year to operate. this means that
besides using less energy, a pure room
will save a hotel $89 per room in annual
energy costs.
as a result, the seaport saves $1400
a year in energy bills from its 16 rooms.
the lenox saves over $2,000 annually
in energy costs from its 23 rooms. n
Thomas Pickles is the director of operations at Pure Solutions. More information
can be found at www.pureroom.com.

Defining Organic Textile
By Barton Brass
In today’s world, where people are so aware of what is harmful
to them and to their environment, the word “organic” has become
a big statement.
Our firm has worked with a Turkish towel manufacturer who has
been producing organic towels for European market for the past
10 years, so we have firsthand knowledge about what goes into
the manufacturing of organic products, especially towels.
But, before addressing the requirements of producing organic
cotton, let’s look at some of the products that are not organic.
Bamboo, Lyocell and other naturally grown fibers are not actually
organic. These products are sustainable, because they are naturally grown, however, each of these materials must be made softerto-the-touch than their natural state. And, that process requires
non-organic chemicals, which renders these fibers as non-organic.
Textile merchandise is truly organic only if the entire product is
natural. For example, if a sheet were made using organic yarns for
the weft and non-organic yarns for the warp, it could not be called
an organic sheet.
There are two fundamental requirements to produce a true
organic textile product:

Highlights from The Lenox Hotel’s
Comprehensive Environmental Program
1. Energy Efficiency and Conservation
off-set 100% of electricity with wind power.
Compact fluorescent bulbs in most light fixtures.
led roof sign and led exit signs.
very quiet, energy efficient heat pumps provide
customized climate control in guestrooms.
energy star rated office equipment for all new purchases.
low e double-paned, energy efficient windows provide.
2. Water Conservation
Waterless urinals save 180,000 gallons of water per year.
energy/water efficient commercial dishwasher saves
150,000 gallons of water per year.
high quality, low-flow toilets, showerheads, and aerators.
towel and sheet cards for linen reuse offered.
t
filtered water/ice stations let guests use refillable bottles
for fresh water.
3. Waste Management
in-room recycling for guests.
recycle toner cartridges, paper, plastic, glass, metal,
batteries, tyvek envelopes and Cfls.

vegetable oil recycled into fuel for bio-diesel shuttle.
60 tons of brick, mortar and terra cotta recycled as part
of historic façade renovation.
archival disk systems eliminates printing of 9 tons of
reports annually.
4. Sustainable Purchasing
hybrid car service.
Mixing station for concentrated cleaning products.
aveda amenities contain healthy ingredients with
a
recyclable bottles.
recycline tooth brushes and t
tom’s of Maine products.
recycled content paper, at least 30% post
consumer/bleached without chlorine.
5. Indoor Air Quality
low and no voC paints, adhesives and carpets.
ultrasonic chandelier cleaner uses only water and
sound waves.
green seal Certified cleaning products.
nature’s Mist air freshener.
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Organic cotton must be grown biologically, not chemically.
There cannot be any pesticides, insecticides, herbicides or
any GMO seeds used in the production. All organic farming is inspected semiannually. In fact, if a farmer wants
to qualify to become an organic grower, the processing
and preparation of his fields takes three years, and it is
inspected and certified.

“Supporting Hospitality Sustainability”

Sustainability Support
Program
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Dyeing cotton has to be done under strict supervision
and be certified. Woven fabric is segregated from nonorganic fabrics, and every dye has to be environmentally
friendly.

Cotton products that are 100% organic are more expensive than
chemically grown cotton for two reasons. First, all of the supervision and certification in the growing and dyeing of cotton is
costly. Second, organic farming produces much less yield per field
because insects and pests cannot be chemically eliminated. But,
the increase in price is offset by the benefit to the environment,
and, we believe, worth the effort. n
Peabody, MA
866-631-1676 phone
866-306-6711 fax
towels@turktowel.com

Barton Brass is the owner The Turkish Towel Company based in Peabody,
Massachusetts.

Includes

A Valuable Resource For:
Green Products
Green Services
Industry Green News
Environmental Overview
Green Checklists
Green Project Ideas
Green Book Lists
Resourceful Green Links
Please Visit
www.EcoGreenHotel.com

Guaranteed 2009
Operational Savings
On–site “Green Audit” by
EcoGreenHotel Consultant
Creation of an On-site
“Green Team”
Customized 90 and 180 Day
Action Plans
Ongoing Direction and Support
Guaranteed 2009 ROI

150%
Money Back Guarantee

EcoGreenHotel.com | info@EcoGreenHotel.com | 888.229.0213
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Revenue Management

Rate Integrity Is Critical in 2009
Hotels should focus as much on the integrity as the fee.

Hotels are working their local markets
to compete for negotiated and group
business, as well as aggressively establishing qualified discounts for memberships and third-party online channels.
Of course filling room nights is one part
of the equation. A revenue manager
must always consider how important
maintaining “rate integrity” is for their

Before considering adoption
of creative discount pricing,
the following is a formula
to use to evaluate pricing
and maintain rate integrity:

1

	Know how many
of the guests book
general rates.

2

	Know how many of the

By Chris Martinez

During times when there is positive demand,
New England starts the year off slowly in terms of
occupancy. With the current economy, many

guests have NOT booked
general rates.

3

ishable room nights are difficult to achieve.
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Establishing a creative discount price
offer will not create additional
business for a hotel.
counting may damage a hotel’s profitability in a downturn, like we are currently facing.
The word “integrity” is the key.
Oftentimes, it seems in conversations
about rate integrity that the term “discounting” may be referring only to the
lowering of general rates. It is true that
if a hotel arbitrarily lowers their general rates below the value of the room
offering and services, profitability will

According to the Merriam-Webster
Dictionary, one definition of “integrity”
is the quality or state of being complete or undivided. If it is viewed in
the context of rate integrity, it means
that it is critical for a hotel to set their
general prices based on the value of
the product and to sell while resisting
the urge to create discounts, which in
the short-term seem valuable but really
undermine profitability and confuse

are resistant to the current pricing. Determine
if the current price is
profitable. Determine if
an alternate price would

pancies of 40% to 50% to start the
management goals to fill per-

be negatively impacted. That said, we
also know hotels may need to adjust
the general room rates to match the
changing value of the product and to
compete in a changing economy. So,
another way to define how discounting negatively impacts a hotel, and
even the hotel industry on the whole,
is to look closer at what rate integrity
represents.

	Determine if the guests

New England hotels are running occuyear. This means that revenue

hotel’s short- and long-term profitability. That said, it is not always perfectly
clear what is meant by the term “rate
integrity.”
Recently, in the world of revenue
management, there is a lot of discussion
regarding rate, or price, integrity. The
challenge in the hospitality industry
is defining what a revenue manager
means by rate integrity, and how dis-

be more profitable.

4

	Review within the
context of the qualified
rate offerings.

5

	Test and measure results.
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